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Lie-down

In 2017 I wrote a critical review
of Domenico Losurdo’s book on
western Marxism for New Left
Review, in response to which
Gerry Downing posted a rambling,
11,000-word long blog post calling
me a Stalinist. Decorated with a
photo of him and me together at
a demonstration, Gerry’s article
systematically failed to tell the
difference between quotes from
Losurdo’s book, claims which I
attributed to Losurdo, and my own
comments. Thus, each of Losurdo’s
claims for Togliatti’s greatness, on
which I poured cold water, was
furiously cited as evidence of my
own Stalinist renegacy.
Four years on, Downing has
still not worked out what quote
marks mean. His letter to the
Weekly Worker (March 4) is a
deeply confused polemic, which
circles around but never quite
makes contact with my recent
talk on the Stalinist and academic
misrepresentations of Gramsci. The
way it begins is telling. Downing
says my “two heroes are Antonio
Gramsci and Palmiro Togliatti”
- before citing me as saying that
“Togliatti was not, except perhaps
for a few years at the beginning of
his career under the influence of
Gramsci and Bordiga, a genuine
revolutionary”. The “quote” is
followed by the title and date of my
article, in brackets.
Downing
then
continues:
“We are left wondering what a
‘genuine revolutionary’ might
be, because Togliatti’s lack of a

revolutionary orientation was no
bar to his progressivism, according
to Broder.” He then goes on to
denounce Togliatti as a Stalinist,
presumably seeking to use my
words against me.
The only problem is, the quote is
not drawn from my article at all, but
(Google reveals) plucked from a
2003 article in What Next? by Toby
Abse. Gerry fails to refer to this in
any way. I almost feel embarrassed
on Gerry’s behalf. But it sets a tone
for what follows.
A
particularly
absurd
misrepresentation is the assertion
that I claim Italian communism
really began life in 1926, after
Bordiga’s ousting from the
leadership (flatly in contradiction
with the entire thrust of my article,
which emphasises both Togliatti’s
distortion of Gramsci and the value
of the Gramsci-Bordiga connection
in 1921-26). Gerry also says I
agree with Chris Harman - but,
while the Socialist Workers Party
doubtless looms large in Gerry’s
imagination, I can’t say I think of
Harman as much of an authority on
material I’ve been studying for over
a decade.
There are also many other pieces
of fantasising here - in particular
the claim that the Allies bombed
northern Italian cities after the
fascists were driven out, in order to
crush the revolution. Which cities
were these, Gerry, and on what
dates were the bombings? And far
from “ignoring” the revolutionary
drives in the communist base in the
war period, I have written several
articles about it; I’ll happily send the
comrade a copy of my forthcoming
book on this very subject.
Because Gerry’s understanding
of Italy sees no further than
Stalin/Togliatti vs Trotsky (whose
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influence on the wartime dissident
left was nil), he has no clue that
the revolutionary opposition took
organised form from the very start
of the resistance, not just after
the Salerno Turn, and wrongly
assumes it began in northern Italy.
I’d guess this is because he gleans
his knowledge from contemporary
US Trotskyist papers, which
wrongly took demonstrative strikes
organised by the Italian Communist
Party as proof of a looming
revolutionary
upsurge,
while
remaining ignorant of the far left
of the partisan movement in cities
like Rome - or indeed the dissident
communists in Naples in autumn
1943.
Gerry is angry about my
“academic” writings on Italian
communism. I have no university
job, role or association; my article
begins and ends emphasising the
immediate political relevance of
Gramsci and the need to free him
from academic uses. It’s also free
for anyone to read. Maybe Gerry
should do just that - or, better, take
a lie-down.
David Broder
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Ignored?

Yet again we see a relatively sound
report on the latest machinations in
Scotland by comrade Paul Demarty
(apart from stating that Alex
Salmond was awarded damages in
the judicial review court case - he
wasn’t: only legal costs) ending
with the barest, driest, brittle bones
of a communist alternative - “A
federal republic with full national
rights ought to be our immediate
objective. This represents the
only real response to the power of
nationalist fantasies north and south
of the Tweed” (‘Unionist wishful
thinking’’, March 4).
Yet again I find myself demanding
more flesh on those federal republic
bones - a key component of the
CPGB Draft programme no less and no doubt yet again this demand
will be treated with contempt by
ignoring it or, at very best, given a
derisory response, as was offered
by comrade Peter Manson, along
exactly the same lines as above.
How can “full national rights” be
offered when England is 10 times
bigger in population than Scotland?
Or is that another sleight of hand,
meaning, ‘Yes, you have full rights,
but we really don’t think it would
be a good idea for you to exercise
those, and you’re too small anyway
to survive without us so stop being
so silly and sectional’? Or do you
mean Scotland would have a veto,
along the lines of the European
Union? Who knows?
Perhaps the promised discussions
on the Draft programme will elicit
some exploration of this vital issue.
We’ll see. Meanwhile comrades
will be left to wonder why this is so
routinely ignored.
Tam Dean Burn

Glasgow

Spit and sinew

Following the collapse of the
USSR, someone rather astutely
commented how there are only two
global superpowers now remaining:
the USA and public opinion. A
direct line then runs to the industry
of PR/public relations - nowadays
a very substantial industry indeed.
All of which is demonstrated by
latest events surrounding the British
so-called royal family, as well as
preparations by Deliveroo to float
on the stock exchange.
In the case of Deliveroo, a
campaign has been launched to
make creation of wealth for a tiny
few seem desirable, democratic,

liberating. Included is a provision
by the founder/CEO, Will Shu, to
give its food delivery ‘fleet’ a cash
handout from a seemingly generous
“thank-you fund”. The sum of £200
(or local currency equivalent) for
those who have logged up 2,000
deliveries in total and for at least
a year - up to £10,000 for the
‘top’ deliverers in each particular
‘market’. Global workers are,
of course, nonetheless retained
within the utter precariousness of
zero rights in relation to sickness
benefits, employer contributions
to a pension scheme, neither
mandatory nor optional trades
union membership, etc.
In the case of our royal family,
that designing of public opinion
becomes even more subtle,
complex and cunning. In order to
set themselves up as attractive,
modern and progressive ‘outsiders’
to the inherently anti-democratic
machine that is the monarchy, a
so-called prince and his wife have
turned to American television and
other corporate mass media by way
of their public relations campaign
- most pointedly as provided by
fawning
super-mythologisations
from the likes of Oprah Winfrey.
As per Noam Chomsky and many
other observers - most valuably of
all, those of a communist discipline
capitalism’s
‘manufacturing
of consent’ continues. If then
understood in relation to the real
needs of human beings (as well
as the natural world, with which
we need to harmonise), all such
poisonous manipulation, destructive
fabrication and simple lies have
almost incalculably unhealthy
consequences and outcomes.
For
its
part,
capitalism
understands
how
absolutely
essential is this contriving and
designing - the dominance of
imagery and aspirations over
reality and objective truths - if its
state control is to stick. Within
our practices, in making our own

appeals to ‘ordinary’ citizens,
Marxists must address these
elements not only of the mind, but
also of heart and spirit. Psychology
is as important an ally or tool as
intellectualism. If not recognised
as such, Marxism will continue to
fail in its historical duties and our
precious mission.
Now, recalling not only a couple
of recent articles, but also more
generally, the Weekly Worker/CPGB
comes across as rather too relaxed
about aspects and considerations
such as these. Dare it be suggested
there’s the need for a tad less ‘dry’
intellectualisation and far more of
some good old spit and sinew?
Bruno Kretzschmar
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Council housing

The Campaign for new Council
Housing has been established in
2021 - the 102-year anniversary of
the Addison Act - to campaign for
the radical action which needs to be
taken to resolve the current crises
of homelessness and affordability.
We believe that council housing
must play a central role in that
resolution.
What we stand for:
n The building of one million new
council houses per year.
n The abolition of the so-called
‘right to buy’.
n The cancellation of all local
authority housing debt.
n Rents to be set at no more than
10% of tenants’ income.
n The reintroduction of rent control
officers.
n Rent controls on all private
tenancies.
n A register of all private landlords.
Readers can join the Facebook
group by clicking facebook.com/
groups/806014483556249. This is
a non-party group, which is open to
all who accept the seven demands
mentioned above.
John Smithee

Cambridgeshire

Fighting fund

F

More needed

ollowing last month’s failure to
reach our £2,000 fighting fund
target, I was hoping things would
start to look up from very early
this month.
But things haven’t yet really
got going and, as I write, we
have exactly one quarter of the
£2,000 needed in March, even
though a third of the month has
already gone. To translate that into
specific figures, £195 was donated
over the last seven days, taking
our running total for the month up
to a nice round £500.
We are, of course, really
grateful for all those comrades
who support us financially without your help the Weekly
Worker would have bit the dust
decades ago! This week, pride of
place goes to regular donor MF,
who came up with his usual £50
via PayPal. He was joined by
comrade BH, who showed his
appreciation in the same way by
contributing a tenner. Then we had
the monthly standing orders from
CG (£30), NH (£30), DV (£25),
GD (also £25) and SM (£10), plus
a one-off bank transfer for £15
from comrade LM.
But, despite all that, it has to
be said that we’re quite a bit
behind where we need to be if
we’re going to get there this
month - and we really need to:
two months in a row of falling

short would not be good. True,
there are substantial standing
orders that come in later in the
month, but, even allowing for
that, it won’t be enough to get us
home. We need quite a few more
comrades chipping in to make
sure we do.
Think of the unique role of
the Weekly Worker: constantly
campaigning for what the rest
of the left either ignores or
understates: the need for a single
Marxist party, based on genuine
democratic centralism, where
a much needed open exchange
of views is not only permitted,
but encouraged. As long as the
revolutionary left remains divided
into competing sects, the working
class will remain impotent - not
just in terms of making real gains
under capitalism, but in advancing
towards a truly emancipatory
international order.
Many of our readers support
the Weekly Worker and appreciate
its role, but a lot more of them
need to put their money where
their mouth is! l
Robbie Rix

Fill in a standing order form
(back page), donate via our
website, or send cheques,
payable to Weekly Worker

BCM Box 928, London WC1N 3XX l 07903 054393 l www.weeklyworker.co.uk l editor@weeklyworker.co.uk
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Careerism on the Mersey
James Harvey reports on the manoeuvrings and stitch-ups that have happened in the wake of the arrest
of elected mayor Joe Anderson

After Joe Anderson jumped there has been a desperate jockeying to replace him. But the principled thing is to demand the end of Bonapartist mayors

F

ollowing his arrest on charges
of conspiracy to commit bribery
and of witness intimidation,
Liverpool’s elected mayor, Joe
Anderson, withdrew from the
elections scheduled for May this year.1
The news of the arrest, Anderson’s
withdrawal and allegations of
corruption threw the city’s Labour
councillors into confusion, out of
which three possible candidates current acting mayor Wendy Simon,
former deputy mayor Ann O’Byrne
and ‘lord mayor’ Anna Rothery tossed their hats into the ring to be
Labour’s mayoral candidate.2 All
three began energetic campaigning,
with Rothery positioning herself as
the candidate of the official left and
picking up the support of many local
Labour activists. She also got the
backing of Jeremy Corbyn, who hailed
her as a “deep rooted” campaigner
and hoped that she would be the city’s
first black woman mayor.3
So far, so good - until Labour
announced that it was “pausing”
the selection process and told party
members that all three candidates had
been ruled out.4 Out of this debacle
a new shortlist of two emerged councillors Joanne Anderson (no
relation) and Anthony Lavelle - which
is now being put to a ballot of party
members ending on March 29.5 Not
even their best friends would describe
these two as experienced campaigners
or heavyweight candidates. Neither
of them are even vaguely on the left:
their main qualifications seem to be
those of rather uninspiring careerist
councillors who toe the party line and
will not rock the boat.
The response of local party
members has been one of outrage.
There have been calls for emergency
Constituency Labour Party meetings
to discuss protest motions and
demand that the mayoral candidate
selection process be suspended
until the decision to remove Simon,
O’Byrne and Rothery from the
ballot is reversed. Even the officially
sanctioned candidates have had
to acknowledge the questions that

remain about “the difficulties”
surrounding Labour’s mayoral
selection process.6
The feeling that the whole process
is a political stitch-up by the Starmer
leadership is widespread in Liverpool
and beyond. In a letter of protest to
Keir Starmer, left Liverpool MPs Dan
Carden and Ian Byrne were joined
by other MPs such as Clive Lewis,
Richard Burgon, Belle RibeiroAddy, Zarah Sultana, Ian Lavery
and Claudia Webbe, along with left
union leaders and black activists,
in criticising the way the selection
process has been handled by the
party bureaucracy and calling for the
excluded candidates to be restored
to the ballot papers sent out to party
members.7 The latest instalment in
this sorry tale was this week’s news
that Anna Rothery’s legal action in
the high court to force Labour to
reinstate her on the mayoral shortlist
had failed.8 However, this is far from
the end of the story. Even if Starmer
gets his way and eventually railroads
the Liverpool CLPs to his carefully
chosen shortlist, serious questions
remain.

Democracy

The first concerns the nature of
local government in Britain and the
mayoral system itself. The left has
always been opposed to Bonapartist
offices like mayors and presidents,
arguing that, even if elected, these
offices are actually the antithesis
of political democracy: whether in
Europe or the United States, Marxists
historically have advocated elected
councils in local government, and
national assemblies and parliaments,
rather than concentrated executive
power, as the essential republican,
democratic form.9
The relatively new post of elected
mayor in Britain deliberately copies
the big-city boss politics of the US
or the local powerbrokers in French
and German cities. Building on ‘the
Heseltine model’ developed under
Margaret Thatcher, the elected
mayors and cabinets introduced

by the Cameron government were
designed to concentrate power and
decision-making, and so further
undermine the few remaining
democratic
and
accountable
elements in local government.10 In
addition, another negative feature
of these elected mayors is their role
in providing a useful launch pad for
aspiring Labour careerists or former
ministers trying to rebuild their
reputation and powerbase. Thus,
for most of the candidates involved
in the current Liverpool shambles
the position of elected mayor is just
the next - rather lucrative - step in
their ‘political career’. So, the one
clear answer to this selection mess
which will get wide support in the
Liverpool Labour Party is: fight for
real local democracy - abolish the
mayor!11
The most immediate issue,
however, remains the nature of
democracy within the Labour Party
itself. At all levels the nomination
process is thoroughly undemocratic,
with Labour’s national and regional
bureaucracy having the power to
decide who will go through to the
shortlist without giving any reasons
for their decisions. Speculation and
rumours continue to surround the
decision to remove Wendy Simon,
Ann O’ Byrne and Anna Rothery
from the shortlist, but it is likely that
the Labour leadership’s main fear
was that the candidate identified with
the left, Anna Rothery, would win
and that someone bearing Corbyn’s
imprimatur
would
eventually
become the mayor of Liverpool.
This carefully controlled and
effectively closed type of ‘candidate
selection’ is as far from open
democracy as you can get. It is all
of a piece with the ever-tightening
controls that Starmer and the
Labour bureaucracy are exerting
throughout the party. The uproar and
opposition that this has caused in
Liverpool and elsewhere is only to
be expected: Labour Party members
have the right to decide who shall
be the party’s candidates, not the

appointed officials acting on the
instructions of Keir Starmer. These
elementary democratic demands for
accountability, open selection and
recall have long been a staple of the
Labour left since the 1970s.
However, these issues take on a
new urgency in the light of stitch-ups
like that of the Liverpool mayoral
selection. The purging of socialists
from local authority candidate
panels, the closing down of political
debate and the suspension of CLP
officers who allow critical motions to
be tabled are simply part of a wider
attack on the left and the democratic
structures of the Labour Party. The
response of the left in the Liverpool
CLPs has been justifiably strong, but,
to date, only two of the city’s Labour
MPs - Dan Carden and Ian Byrne have joined in the opposition to the
manoeuvres of the leadership, and
the majority of Labour councillors
have kept a strict silence, as they
wait and see which way the wind is
blowing.
This type of diplomatic silence is
only to be expected of the careerists
and place-seekers who predominate
in the Labour group on the council,
but many supposedly ‘left’ activists
have also kept their counsel too. As
the witch-hunt has shown, careerism
and opportunism are not confined
to the Labour right: the official
left has more than its fair share
of collaborators and traitors, who
are willing to aid the right. Many
of these former leftwingers have
secured comfortable positions in the
Labour bureaucracy as trade union
officials or working for MPs, from
where they join in attacks on the
left and work with the Labour right
to shut down opposition and stifle
democracy.
According to Skwawkbox, the
panel that barred Anna Rothery
included a number of such former
left ‘fixers’ and ‘aides’ with links to
local Labour MPs Kim Johnson and
Paula Barker.12 Similarly comrades
on Merseyside will be aware of the
role of the former leading member

of Workers Power, Mark Hoskisson
- now chief of staff to Mick Whitley,
Labour MP for Birkenhead, who
initiated the attacks on the Wavertree
Four that resulted in their initial
suspension and the later expulsion of
two comrades from the party.
The role of these former
leftwingers in the witch-hunt and
the attempted stitch-up shows that
our battle for party democracy must
go much further than ensuring a
real mayoral selection process in
Liverpool. We have to take our battle
to both the Labour right and their
fake left allies if we are to stand any
chance of defeating Starmer’s purge
and defending even the most basic
democratic standards in the Labour
Party.
If we fail to stop these attacks in
Liverpool, it will simply encourage
the leadership to open up more
assaults on democratic selection
procedures
and
accountability
throughout the party as a whole l

Notes
1. theguardian.com/uk-news/2021/jan/01/liverpoolmayor-joe-anderson-withdraws-from-elections.
2. liverpoolecho.co.uk/news/liverpoolnews/labour-liverpool-mayor-contestshortlisted-19748249
3. skwawkbox.org/2021/02/09/corbyn-endorsesfantastic-rothery-in-labours-liverpool-mayoralcontest.
4. bbc.co.uk/news/uk-englandmerseyside-56168822.
5. labourlist.org/2021/03/labour-unveils-newselection-shortlist-of-two-for-liverpool-mayoralcontest.
6. itv.com/news/granada/2021-03-10/labourliverpool-mayoral-candidate-if-we-carry-ondivided-we-face-the-consequence-of-losing-thiselection.
7. liverpoolecho.co.uk/news/liverpool-news/
labour-mps-urge-keir-starmer-19951943.
8. morningstaronline.co.uk/article/b/anna-rotheryloses-high-court-bid-against-labour-over-herremoval-mayoral-candidate.
9. marxists.org/archive/draper/1974/xx/democracy.
html.
10. ‘Abolish the mayors’ Weekly Worker January
21 2021.
11. Interestingly, all three of the original shortlist
favoured abolishing the post of mayor and
returning to an elected leader of the council.
12. skwawkbox.org/2021/03/04/exclusive-thepanel-that-barred-rothery-and-selected-newshortlist-and-panellists-links-to-mps-and-northwest-fixers.
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System in reverse

What does Joe Biden’s massive Covid relief package mean for ordinary working class people?
Daniel Lazare looks behind the Keynesian promises of jam today and jam tomorrow

O

n March 5, America’s
woefully
unrepresentative
Senate shot down a bid to
more than double the minimum
wage to $15 an hour by the year
2025. On March 6, however, it
approved a Covid-relief bill worth
$1.9 trillion, aimed at benefitting
the country’s lowest-paid workers.
From stinginess to generosity in a
single day - what does it all mean?
The answer is that, instead of
requiring America’s endlessly
celebrated small-business class
to pay their workers more, the
Democrats - who now control
America’s upper house by a razorthin margin - decided it would
be easier to shift the weight onto
future generations, in the hope that
they will be in a better position to
pay the debt off by virtue of being
richer and more productive. Rather
than forcing employers to up the
ante now, the idea is to grow the
economy in the years to come, so
that everyone winds up satisfied.
That is how things are supposed
to work in the never-never land of
Keynesian economics. But it is
not how they work in the reality
of late capitalism. On the contrary,
deficit spending over the last half
century has had a double-sided
effect, resulting, on the one hand,
in an ever more raucous party
for a small sliver on top; and in
growing distress, on the other
hand, for those below. Adjusted
for inflation, US government debt
has more than tripled since the year
2000, more than doubled since the
2008 financial meltdown, and risen
27% in the last year alone due to
Covid-19. At $27.76 trillion, it now
stands at 111% of gross domestic
product - a level that would have
been unthinkable a generation ago,
but which is now the norm among
advanced industrial states.
For those at the upper end of the
economic spectrum, the results have
been pure delight: a 33% increase in
wealth between 2001 and 2016. For
the rest, it has been the opposite: a
20% decline for the middle tier and
a 45% drop for the lower. In 1989,
when US national debt amounted to a
mere 51% of GDP, families in the top
five percent had 114 times as much
wealth as those in the second quintile
- which is to say those with income of
between 60% and 80% of the national
median. But by 2016, with the debt
load more than doubling, their margin
of victory more than doubled as well,
to 248 times.1 Between 2009 and
2013, the top one percent captured
85.1% of total US income growth,
while, by 2019, they owned 40% of
all US wealth.2
There is no reason to think those
trends have gotten any better since
the onset of the pandemic. Contrary
to predictions, ‘quantitative easing’
- the name given to artificially low
interest rates and endless capital
injections - has not resulted in
general commodity inflation, at
least not yet. With only a couple of
exceptions, annual price increases
over the last decade or so have
remained within a narrow band of
1.5% to 2.6%.
But the story is very different
when it comes to another kind of
inflation: that of financial assets.
Stocks are the most dramatic
example, rising a stunning 45%,
since the US went into lockdown

eruption of this contradiction crises - and thereby the elements
of disintegration of the old mode
of production.8
Credit, in other words, fuels
capitalist growth in certain epochs.
But, while pretending to smooth
out capitalist crisis in others, all it
does in the end is to prolong and
intensify the process. The decennial
crises of the 19th century thus gave
way to the mega-crisis of the early
to mid-20th century and then to a
superstorm in the early 21st that depending on how you measure it
- may be 60, 70 or even 80 years in
the making. Workers may feel better
in the short run, but in the long run
they will feel worse.
Marx waxed positively rhapsodic
about all the things capitalism had
led to by the mid-19th century - not
only in terms of production, but of
society as a whole. For example,

Cheques will be sent out to those on medium and lower incomes
last March. America’s billionaire
class has seen its wealth rise 37%
over the same period, while the
top five - Jeff Bezos, Elon Musk,
Bill Gates, Mark Zuckerberg and
Warren Buffett - have seen theirs go
up a whopping 85%. Collectively,
America’s 660 billionaires now
have a net worth equal to 170% of
that of the country’s lower half more than 165 million people in all.3
This is not despite the orgy of
debt creation, but because of it.
With the Federal Reserve promising
to keep lending rates at near zero
until 2023, investors feel like they
have entered a gambling casino, in
which the rules have been reset in
their favour. Losing has become all
but impossible. An estimated 20%
of America’s top 3,000 companies
- primarily retailers, airlines and
hotels - may now be classified as
‘zombies’, meaning that they take in
less than they pay out in terms of debt
service and therefore require more
and more credit to stay afloat. Yet noone cares. Air travel has plummeted,
yet Boeing, American, Delta and
United have all seen their stock
values double or more. Carnival - the
Anglo-American company that has
cornered the market in cruise lines has seen its stock values more than
double as well.
Wall Streeters will reply that
central bankers are doing society a
favour by keeping such businesses
afloat, since air and cruise lines will
likely bounce back, once Covid-19
goes away. But this is a classic case
of socialising risk, while privatising
profit, since society will be stuck
with the bill, if such projections
prove wrong - as they likely will.
The same goes for commercial
real estate. With 90% of office
staff now working from home,
the glass-and-steel towers that
crowd midtown Manhattan and the
Wall Street financial district stand
eerily empty.4 The same goes for
the ancillary businesses that once
catered to them - everything from
hotdog vendors and discount stores
to high-end restaurants and hotels.

Yet the sector has largely recovered
from the 10% swoon it experienced
at the start of the crisis and is up
nearly 50% for the decade as a
whole.5 The casual observer might
assume that the Zoom revolution
has rendered vast amounts of office
space superfluous, by showing that
employees can just as easily work
from home. But what do commercial
property-owners care, as long as the
Federal Reserve is paying them to
think otherwise?
With 55,000 people sleeping in
New York City homeless shelters
each night, the same contradiction
is playing out with special force
in the streets. The combination of
debt-fuelled real-estate speculation,
rising apartment prices and wage
stagnation has resulted in a classic
scissors effect, in which workers
facing a diminishing supply of
affordable housing are left with
nowhere else to go. A generation
of Manhattan apartment owners
has gotten rich off governmentsubsidised real-estate inflation. But
another generation has been left
huddling in doorways and begging
for handouts.

Polarisation

All of which is not despite the
debt balloon, but because of it. Joe
Biden’s $1.9 trillion programme
comes on top of a $2.2 trillion relief
bill in March 2020 and a $900 billion
relief measure that the Trump
administration squeezed through
in its waning days in January. But,
where the Trump measures largely
bypassed low-paid workers, while
showering hundreds of billions on
corporations, the Biden plan claims
to reverse priorities by providing
unemployed workers with an extra
$300 per week, plus a one-time
$1,400 payment for all adults in low
to middle-income households. In a
country in which family subsidies
were once scorned, it also provides
annual subsidies of up to $8,000 for
childcare expenses.
This is manna from heaven for a
hard-pressed working class that has

suffered disproportionately from
both layoffs and the coronavirus.
But debt is still debt, and there is
no reason to think that such benefits
will not be offset by the economic
polarisation that is sure to follow.
For
certain
segments
of
America’s chattering classes, any
suggestion along such lines is
strictly verboten. When Lawrence
Summers - treasury secretary under
Bill Clinton and later president of
Harvard - dared suggest in a February
op-ed that “there is a chance that
macroeconomic stimulus on a scale
closer to World War II levels …
will set off inflationary pressures
of a kind we have not seen in a
generation”,6 left liberals erupted
in fury. The Nation dismissed
Summers as “wrongheaded”, The
New Republic announced that he
was “finally, belatedly, irrelevant”,
while liberal economist Robert
Kuttner said he was “a lousy
economist” and “a vindictive
SOB”, who was only upset because
the Biden administration had not
offered him a job.7
All this sound and fury was
merely
an
intra-Democratic
factional
dispute
between
neoliberal centrists and vaguely
leftish Keynesians, whose faith in
capitalism is such that they believe
that, with sufficient amounts of
federal lending, there is no problem
it cannot overcome. This is not to say
that neoliberals like Summers are
correct. But left liberals are equally
wrong in ignoring debt’s role in
impoverishing the working class
and compounding an underlying
crisis of capitalist profitability.
As Marx put it in a well-known
passage in Capital,
… the credit system accelerates
the material development of
the productive forces and the
establishment of the world
market. It is the historical mission
of the capitalist system of
production to raise these material
foundations. At the same time,
credit accelerates the violent

The exploration of the earth in
all directions, to discover new
things of use as well as new
useful qualities of the old; such
as new qualities of them as raw
materials, etc; the development,
hence, of the natural sciences
to their highest point; likewise
the discovery, creation and
satisfaction of new needs arising
from society itself; the cultivation
of all the qualities of the social
human being, production of the
same in a form as rich as possible
in needs, because rich in qualities
and relations - production of
this being as the most total and
universal possible social product,
for, in order to take gratification
in a many-sided way, he must
be capable of many pleasures,
hence cultured to a high degree
- is likewise a condition of
production founded on capital.
This creation of new branches
of production - ie, of qualitatively
new surplus time - is not merely
the division of labour, but is
rather the creation, separate from
a given production, of labour with
a new use-value; the development
of a constantly expanding and
more comprehensive system
of different kinds of labour,
different kinds of production, to
which a constantly expanding
and constantly enriched system
of needs corresponds.9
Now imagine the same ever more
comprehensive system, as it seizes
up and goes into reverse. If so, it is
clear that rising levels of capitalist
debt can only accentuate the process
all the more l

Notes
1. pewresearch.org/social-trends/2020/01/09/

trends-in-income-and-wealth-inequality.
2. epi.org/publication/income-inequality-in-theus; nytimes.com/2020/09/28/business/economy/
coronavirus-pandemic-income-inequality.html.
3. motherjones.com/politics/2021/01/thepandemic-has-made-us-billionaires-1-1-trillionricher.
4. nytimes.com/2020/12/11/nyregion/nyccommercial-real-estate.html.
5. Commercial Property Price Index, March 4:
greenstreet.com/insights/CPPI.
6. washingtonpost.com/opinions/2021/02/04/larrysummers-biden-covid-stimulus.
7. prospect.org/blogs/tap/larry-summerschurlish-payback-to-biden; thenation.com/article/
economy/larry-summers-stimulus-neoliberalism;
newrepublic.com/article/161269/larry-summersfinally-belatedly-irrelevant.
8. K Marx Capital New York 1967, Vol 3, p441.
9. K Marx Grundrisse London 1996, p409.
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DSA

A minimum-maximum programme

This is the mission statement of the Marxist Unity Slate - a set of proposals for the 2021 convention of
the Democratic Socialists of America. The aim is to achieve democratic discipline and principled election
campaigns, as well as uniting Marxists around a vision of a mass working class socialist party

The growth of the DSA represents an historic opportunity

W

hile it is hard to envisage
the working class coming
to power any time soon, the
state of the US left is relatively strong
today and there is reason for optimism.
Prior to the growth of the Democratic
Socialists of America it was a
constellation of dogmatic microsects,
organised
under
militarised
bureaucratic centralism, and based
on an ahistoric caricature of early
Bolshevik history. Its replacement by
the DSA is a positive development.
The recent blooming of the DSA
to over 90,000 members is an historic
achievement for socialists in the
United States. While we should be
hesitant to overstate our victories
(90,000 people is only a small
minority of the 330 million or so US
residents), there have been relatively
few points in our history when the
organised socialist movement was as
influential as it is today.
However, there is a significant
gap between a force strong enough
to influence the culture in a general
way, and the ability of that force to
win a majority of the population - ie,
the working class - to its programme.
Beyond that, the organised socialist
movement must implement that
programme by seizing political power
and abolishing the old order. We must
not only match the accomplishments
of our comrade predecessors in the
Knights of Labor, Socialist Party,
Industrial Workers of the World,
Communist Party, Students for a
Democratic Society, etc, but surpass
them and succeed where they failed:
build a mass working class party
capable of casting off the shackles of
the juridical rule of the capitalist class,
overturn its slaver constitution and
institute the complete sovereignty of
the only class capable of delivering
true democracy: the proletariat.
Simply put, we have a long way
to go.

It’s party time

The primary obstacle facing the
working class in accomplishing this
goal is the absence of a political
party. Ideally, we need a democratic,
member-based organisation with
a coherent political platform that
can field candidates in legislative
elections, exert discipline over these
candidates, and act as a coherent,
independent opposition. We believe
that the DSA can and must become

this party. Kicking the can down the
road on this will only see us squander
the current historical conjuncture,
where class struggle and awareness
are sharply on the rise.
DSA members across the country
are steeped in activism - whether
on the streets, in their unions or
otherwise - yet there is no agreedupon political vision that can serve
as a basis for united action. Without
an agreed-upon end-goal and strategy
for accomplishing it, our efforts
can at best result in a few diffuse
oases in the desert of capitalism. If
the working class is to win the class
war, we must gather our forces and
devise a plan before going into battle.
There is significant debate within the
DSA on the party question, and most
recognise the need for, at some point,
some sort of workers’ party. But what
kind of party would this be, and when
and how will it come about? These
questions are more ambiguous.
A party is nothing more than an
organised political movement. And
the DSA can become an organised,
independent political movement - right
now. No other force will step up to do
it. We cannot wait for organised labour.
For the most part, unions are under the
political control of the Democrats.
To revive the labour movement and
win rank-and-file union members to
our cause, socialists must champion
a visible political alternative to the
leadership of bourgeois parties: that is,
a socialist party.
Rather than a Labor Party
built through a future merger with
Justice Democrats, Our Revolution,
Movement for a People’s Party or
other left-progressive groups, we
believe the party must emerge from an
explicitly socialist organisation. Many
of these left-progressives can and
likely will join this party, but it must be
under the condition of accepting our
socialist aims, rather than us accepting
a ‘kinder, gentler’ capitalism as the
limit of our political vision. There are
two fundamental actions the DSA can
take to become this party.

Programme

First, the DSA should adopt a Marxist
minimum-maximum
programme.
The maximum section would be a
short elaboration of the free society
we envision for humanity - a future
without exploitation, oppression and
all other nasty and brutish cornerstones

of the prehistory of the human race: in
a word, communism.
The minimum section would
include our immediate demands.
Taken one-by-one, some of these
may be achievable reforms under
the current constitutional regime
(for example, Medicare for all,
cancellation of personal debt, etc).
Winning one or the other of these
would build the confidence and
experience of the working class,
while giving us a foothold to grow
our strength further. But, taken all
together, the implementation of our
minimum programme would spark
a qualitative rupture with the current
order and require the convening of
a constituent assembly to replace
the US constitution, as well as the
dissolution of the standing army
and national security state. It would
institute the democratic republic
of the working class - or what
Marx called the dictatorship of the
proletariat.
Being able to carry out this full
minimum programme must be
our basic condition for taking any
responsibility for government, even
at the level of a single department, in
order to ensure that, when we come
to power, the proletariat comes to
power along with us. Until the DSA’s
platform is accepted by a majority
of the population, our electoral
efforts should be focused on gaining
a foothold within legislatures as a
principled opposition to the liberalconstitutional order: this means
no horse-trading for committee
appointments, joining coalitions as
junior partners or accepting the whip
or discipline of the capitalist parties.
These are things candidates could do
even if they ran under the ballot line of
a capitalist party, although we believe
the time to prioritise independent
campaigns has come.
Luckily, the DSA is currently
working on a National Platform that
might resemble a Marxist minimummaximum programme, to be adopted
at the 2021 convention: this would
be a massive step forward for the
DSA, and for the US left as a whole.
We will enthusiastically participate
in the platform drafting process,
advocating for a solid minimum
programme to the best of our ability.
But, no matter what platform reaches
the convention floor, we want it to
have teeth. Our three convention

proposals are an effort to infuse the
DSA’s new platform with power
and meaning - even when the text
includes things we disagree with.

Democratic
discipline

Secondly, the elected DSA leadership
must have political influence, and
even
disciplinary
mechanisms,
over the politicians we elect. One of
these mechanisms is the platform
itself. The other mechanism would
be the representatives’ political
responsibility to the DSA. In the past,
mass socialist parties have kept their
elected representatives on the ball in
a number of ways. They would be
openly critiqued in the party media,
and party leaders would write their
speeches.
More than anything, once elected,
socialist politicians would form a
subset of the party usually called a
‘parliamentary fraction’ (or in our
case, a legislative fraction). They
would regularly meet with the party
leadership to discuss how to best carry
out the programme, act as a unified
bloc, and in the best of circumstances
produce a radical opposition to
the rule of the capitalist class. Any
representatives we get elected must
constitute themselves as radical
oppositionists and tribunes of the
people in the legislature, constantly
agitating for the platform.
The term, ‘democratic centralism’,
rightly makes many socialists
squeamish: its use over the course of
the 20th century came to describe the
organisational model of dogmatic,
bureaucratic sects with insulated
leaderships, where openly organising
factions and communication between
branches was banned. All centralism,
no democracy.
Prior to the Russian civil war,
however, the principle was consistent
with genuine internal party democracy.
A massive working class alternative
culture erupted in Europe prior to
World War I, partly due to the success
of radical oppositionists in legislatures.
The proximity of elected socialists
to the bourgeois halls of power can
certainly be a compromising influence
- as is well known in the case of
World War I, where deputies chose
patriotism, in the hope of winning
elections, over principled working
class internationalism.
But this is not the inherent outcome

of a socialist legislative fraction - we
should not forget that August Bebel
and Wilhelm Liebknecht - members
of the same German socialist party
infamous for backing World War I had decades before risked everything,
even against the advice of Marx and
Engels, to oppose the Franco-Prussian
War.

Our slate

Our slate hopes to build support for
two ideas within the DSA: first, that
the political platform is what unites us
in our long-term vision for socialism;
and, second, that we use our platform
as a way to hold elected DSA members
accountable to the socialist movement
first and foremost.
Our amendment to the DSA
constitution, ‘Defining the role of
DSA’s national political platform’,
makes acceptance of the national
political platform the basis for
membership in the DSA. Our first
resolution, ‘Tribunes of the people
and democratic discipline’, would
make the DSA’s national endorsement
of candidates contingent on a series
of conditions to make the candidate
accountable to the DSA. Our last
resolution, ‘A socialist slate for the
House’, offers an executable strategy
for a coordinated DSA campaign to
build a principled socialist fraction
in the House of Representatives. We
hope to receive your support for this
slate at this year’s convention.
If we want the working class to rule
society, we should focus on quality
over quantity in electoral victories.
We can go further than building a
broad Labor Party: instead, we should
forge a mass Socialist Party with a
Marxist programme. We must elect
members to Congress to agitate for
our programme, and struggle to gain
a foothold as a principled opposition
- an organised beachhead from where
we can build a true majority of support
and take real power.
Marxist Unity believes our slate is
a small step to help the DSA achieve
that goal l
The proposals can be read and
signed at marxistunity.com. We
encourage any Weekly Worker
readers who are DSA members
to consider signing, to help get
these proposals to the floor
of the DSA’s convention this
summer.
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OUR HISTORY

1921 turning point?

Mike Macnair spoke to Online Communist Forum on March 7 about the related centenaries of the 1921
Kronstadt rebellion, the adoption of the NEP and the ban on factions in the Russian Communist Party

T

his talk was titled ‘NEP,
the banning of factions and
Kronstadt - the turning point in
the Russian Revolution?’ I began by
emphasising the question mark, and
giving the preliminary answer to the
question: ‘No’. But we have to start
with the centenary.
By spring 1921, it looked as
though the civil war was won,
while the war with Poland was
over for practical purposes. In this
context, at the beginning of March
the Kronstadt garrison held fresh
elections to the local soviet and
raised a whole series of demands
- including, notably, the right to
free speech, the right of opposition
parties to organise and the right to
free elections - and those Bolsheviks
who did not leave the fortress were
arrested.
On March 5 Trotsky issued
an ultimatum in his capacity as
war minister: “Surrender or we
invade”. But over March 7-10
the government’s initial attack on
Kronstadt failed. Then there was
a pause, which coincided with the
10th Party Congress (March 8-16),
which adopted the New Economic
Policy. The NEP was not a response
to Kronstadt, of course, because the
plans for it had been made before
the Congress, but, as it involved
extensive concessions, in particular
to the peasantry, it undercut potential
wider support for Kronstadt.
Because the party was making
a retreat on the economic front
from war communism to a mixed
economy, the leadership felt the need
to tighten up control on the political
front. Hence the same party congress
adopted the formal ban on organised
factions within the party - something
that is still echoed by today’s left.
Then on March 16-18, immediately
after the congress, the Red Army
launched a successful attack across
the ice, and Kronstadt soon fell.
At this point it is worth flagging
two other dates in 1921. The first
is the March Action in Germany
(March 21-April 1) - the failed
attempt by the German Communist
Party to organise a general strike
to prevent the disarmament of
the workers in Saxony. The
second is the Third Congress of
Comintern (June 22-July 12). This
Congress generalised the civil war
organisational norms adopted by the
Russian Communist Party, through
its ‘Theses on the organisational
structure of the communist parties
and the methods and context of their
work’. This incorporated top-down
military discipline, a ban on ‘power
struggles’ - another way of saying
‘No more factions’ - and a ruling
that central committee members who
attend local party meetings have the
right to veto their decisions, while
the leadership has full control over
all publications.
Why might it be said that March
1921 marked ‘the turning point in
the Russian Revolution’? First, one
might say that the NEP was the turning
point because, by introducing partial
market measures, it was a retreat
from socialism. But in point of fact
the Bolsheviks had never intended
war communism as a move straight
to socialism: war communism was
merely an expedient for fighting
the civil war. I want to be a little
bit cautious in making this point,
because some of the things Lenin
wrote in July, August and September

Attack over the ice on Kronstadt rebels
1917 could be interpreted as pointing
in the direction of war communism.
However, while the NEP was seen
as a retreat, war communism was not
the Bolsheviks’ vision of socialism.
It was chaotic - and characterised by
very extensive corruption, etc. In this
framework, the NEP certainly did
not mark the defeat of the Russian
Revolution, because the social power
of the working class had actually been
pretty weak under war communism
- and would have remained weak
if Trotsky’s alternative economic
proposal, the militarisation of labour,
had been adopted before the NEP was
undertaken.
Second, the crushing of the
Kronstadt
movement
certainly
marks the moment when many
who had been sympathetic to the
Russian Revolution - particularly the
anarchists - became unsympathetic.
Yet we cannot escape from the point
which the Bolsheviks, including
Trotsky, made at the time: there were
British warships hovering in the gulf
off Kronstadt, just waiting for the ice
to melt and hence the opportunity to
land the Royal Marines and set up
a blockade on Russian access to the
Baltic, producing conditions for the
recommencement of civil war. While
the leadership of the Kronstadt rebels
were certainly not British agents,
during the brief life of this movement
during the first three weeks of March,
some participants were indeed looking
for British naval intervention - and, in
fact, advised the rebel leadership not
to show their hand until the ice had
melted.
We should therefore remember
that the context in which Kronstadt
occurred - and other repressive
measures taken by the Bolshevik
government - is that the world’s
main imperialist power at the
time, the United Kingdom, and
its leading allies, were engaged in
counterrevolutionary, military and
intelligence sabotage operations
against what was to become the Soviet
Union. That makes it problematic
to claim that the communists should

have allowed themselves to be kicked
out of Kronstadt in order to preserve
the honour of the revolution.

Banning factions

A third reason - and in some ways
a stronger one - for seeing March
1921 as the ‘turning point’ is the
ban on factions. This represented the
destruction of the last legal means
by which the working class could
overthrow its own apparatus. This is
because from the summer of 1918
Russia had become a de facto oneparty state through the banning of
parties other than the Communist
Party, with the consequence that the
Bolshevik Party then formed the real
core of the state structure.
To call this a “workers’ state”
then had to mean a state where the
working class could exercise power
through the Communist Party and
nothing else. The Bolsheviks were
completely open about this. The 1920
‘Theses on the role and structure of
the Communist Party before and after
the taking of power by the proletariat’,
adopted by the Second Comintern
Congress, were perfectly clear and
explicit on this point. At the time of the
October revolution - and perhaps even
still in the 1918 polemics over soviet
versus parliamentary democracy the communist leadership was still
thinking that soviet power was the
institutional alternative to bourgeois
power. But by the time of the Second
Comintern Congress in 1920, the
institutional alternative was to be the
Communist Party itself.
How do you know that the
Communist Party is a workers’
party? It does not work to say that
it is a workers’ party because the
majority of its members are working
class: if you look at Britain in the
1950s, probably the majority of
Conservative Party members were
working class, just as the majority
of people in society were working
class. Today one can guess that the
majority of the Democratic Party - or
indeed of the Republican Party - in
the United States are working class

people. Nor does it work to say that
the Communist Party is a workers’
party because it has an ideological
commitment to socialism. All sorts
of nationalist and other such parties,
which are not parties through which
the working class could rule, have at
least nominal or formal ideological
commitments to socialism.
The right answer is that the
mechanisms of democratic centralism,
together with the commitment of
the party to socialism - and to the
particular form of socialism which is
expressed in the idea of working class
power - create the situation where
the class can identify the party as its
own vehicle, and the party leadership
is, or can be made, answerable to the
class. It is transparent that the parties
of the Second International, because
of these features, could aim for power
- as the Bolsheviks did - or be won
in their majority to communism by
Comintern - as was true of the French
Socialist Party and several others.
In other words, the ability of the
working class to organise to work
against its own apparatus - through
factions, through the right of localities
and sectors to publish - is essential.
The working class is the potential
carrier of socialism, because it needs
to organise collective action - which
foreshadows the possibility of the
future cooperative commonwealth.
The workers are separated from the
means of production and therefore
need to organise trade unions,
cooperatives, mutual funds and
associations, and so on. This need to
organise collective action is the thing
that poses the potential alternative
to market society and the ‘liberal
constitutional order’.
If you take away the right of the
working class to organise against its
own leadership, you have actually
destroyed that potential. You have
created the ‘dictatorship of the
apparatus’ (which is a section of
the petty-proprietor class) over the
working class. The result is that
the party eviscerates itself, losing
its ability to mobilise the working

class. The Russian Communist Party
after 1921 repeatedly attempted to
renew its working class membership
(‘levies’ and recruitment campaigns)
and to purge itself of careerists, etc
- but failed on both sides. It is the
freedom to organise which enables
the class to use the party as its own
instrument.
So 1921 is a turning point, since
the ban on factions destroyed the last
legal opportunity for the working
class to overthrow any leadership
- whether it was leftist or rightist by legal means of action. I doubly
emphasise legal, for in fact the ban
was only very partially implemented.
The moment at which it was actually
implemented is the ‘one-two, right
hook, left hook’ of 1927-29. Then,
Stalin and his co-thinkers allied with
the right to kick Trotsky and the left
out of the party, repress them and
send them into exile in 1927-28 and then within six months stole the
now excluded opposition’s political
clothes - an accelerated programme of
industrialisation, ‘socialist primitive
accumulation’ against the peasantry,
and a more aggressive international
policy - and applied the same ‘antifactional’ method of police action
against the right as had previously
been applied against the left. This
fully constitutionalised the ban on
factions.
So we can perfectly well imagine
the working class taking back power,
but what would have been needed
between 1921 and 1928 would have
been a successful illegal faction
struggle. It would also have needed
the opposition to have a clearer
idea of what was going on in both
world affairs and in the Russian
economy. There were, on the one
hand, the Bukharinists with their
belief that socialism in one country
could be achieved very gradually,
in tandem with the peasantry - not
understanding that what the peasantry
was engaged in was a tax strike in
order to force the capitulation of the
cities - which would, if successful,
have resulted in the recreation of
feudalism. The Left Opposition,
on the other hand, imagined that
forced-march industrialisation could
be done without terroristic measures
against the peasantry. Both sides
were trapped within the regime of
economic sanctions imposed by the
British and French and the failure
of revolution in the west. In fact
the overwhelming majority of the
Russian left capitulated, joining up
with the Stalinists when the latter
turned left in 1929-30.
In any case, the point is that the
working class could perhaps have
taken power back, but to have done
so would have involved an illegal
faction. Of course, legality was
not the decisive issue in the fate of
the revolution in Russia. It was far
less important than the domestic
configuration of class forces (the
antagonism between the worker
minority and the peasant majority) and
the international configuration of class
forces (the failure of the revolutionary
wave of 1916-21 outside the former
tsarist empire). Rather, the legality
issue is important because the ban
on factions - as applied in workers’
political groupings under capitalism
- ends up creating organisations that
share the culture of managerialism
and which demobilise the working
class, thus serving the capitalist class.
Either they are like the Labour Party,
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the trade unions and many other
equivalent organisations, which have
mass paper membership but are not
able to mobilise forces, or else they
are sects like the Socialist Workers
Party and so on, which can mobilise
their own membership but cannot be a
vehicle through which working class
masses can mobilise.

Before 1921

If we look beyond the issue of Soviet
legality, we cannot say that 1921
was the turning point, because it was
not yet decisive: it was the actual
implementation of the ban on factions
in the splits of 1927-29 which was
the final blow. But it was also not
the turning point because there were
earlier steps that led to the decision
to ban factions. If we ask why these
earlier steps took place, the answer
is that, actually, the Bolsheviks had a
problem in terms of what they were
going to do once they took power.
Lars T Lih has recently drawn
attention to Lenin’s ‘Tasks of
the revolution’, published in late
September (old style) 1917. There is
a passage of this text which is quite
diagnostic of the problem. One of the
things that Lenin is proposing is that
the party should immediately offer
to make peace. Let me quote a large
section:
Such peace terms will not meet
with the approval of the capitalists,
but they will meet with such
tremendous sympathy on the part
of all the peoples and will cause
such a great worldwide outburst of
enthusiasm and general indignation
against the continuation of the
predatory war that it is extremely
probable that we shall at once
obtain a truce and a consent to
open peace negotiations. For the
workers’ revolution against the war
is irresistibly growing everywhere,
and it can be spurred on not by
phrases about peace, with which
the workers and peasants have
been deceived by all the imperialist
governments, including our own
Kerensky government, but by a
break with the capitalists and the
offer of peace.
If the least probable thing
happens - ie, not a single belligerent
state accepts even a truce - then, as
far as we are concerned, the war
becomes truly forced on us. It
becomes truly a war of defence. If
this is understood by the proletariat
and the poor peasantry, Russia will
become many times stronger, even
in the military sense, especially
after a complete break with the
capitalists, who are robbing the
people.
Furthermore,
under
such
conditions, it would, as far as we
are concerned, be a war in league
with the oppressed classes of all
countries - a war in league with
the oppressed peoples of the whole
world, not in word, but in deed.
The people must be particularly
cautioned against the capitalists’
assertion,
which
sometimes
influences the petty bourgeoisie
and others who are frightened:
namely that the British and other
capitalists are capable of doing
serious damage to the Russian
Revolution, if we break the present
predatory alliance with them.
Such an assertion is false
through and through. For ‘allied
financial aid’ enriches the bankers
and ‘supports’ the Russian workers
and peasants in exactly the same
way as a rope supports a man who
is being hanged.
There is plenty of bread, coal,
oil and iron in Russia. For these
products to be properly distributed
it is only necessary for us to rid
ourselves of the landowners and
capitalists who are robbing the
people.
As to the possibility of the

Russian people being threatened
with war by the present allies, it
is obviously absurd to assume
that the French and Italians could
unite their armies with those of the
Germans and move them against
Russia who offer them a just peace.
What is wrong with this diagnosis
is that, first, the British government
had already started making war
on the Soviet regime. The British
government was behind, and
supported, the Kornilov putsch
attempt of August 1917. In fact,
as soon as the October revolution
took place, the Kerensky-Krasnov
uprising was a ‘local’ attempt to
retake Petrograd; but the Cossack
movement against the Bolsheviks and
the Alekseyev-Kornilov ‘Volunteer
Army’, operating in south Russia in
November-December 1917, did so
with British and French finance and
material aid. So actually the British,
French and American governments
were able to make war on Russia on
account of Russia’s peace offer and
indeed did so.
Moreover, it turned out that
even the Germans were not willing
to make peace. The HindenburgLudendorff regime stabbed the
German army in the back for the
sake of class solidarity with the
Russian landlord class, by refusing
the peace without annexations that
it could have had. It elected instead
to make war on the Bolsheviks in
December 1917-March 1918. As a
consequence of maintaining a large
number of troops on the eastern front,
these were not available to make the
possibly decisive breakthrough on
the western front. Had they made
peace and transferred those troops,
they could have forced a negotiated
solution before the Americans got
themselves fully into the war. They
would not have won a total, outright
victory - that was not on the cards but they could have got something
much better than what they actually
achieved.
The Bolsheviks took power in
October 1917 in alliance with the
Left
Socialist
Revolutionaries,
without whom they would have
had no majority. The Left SRs were
not initially in coalition with the
Bolsheviks, but were in the military
revolutionary committee and they
came very rapidly into government
with them.
The Brest-Litovsk treaty in March
1918 had no majority support in
Russia. There was majority support
on the Bolshevik central committee
only by virtue of the centre group
around Trotsky, which, having tried
to maintain the ‘No war, no peace’
position, then collapsed and accepted
Lenin’s position. But the consequence
of this was that on March 19 1918
the Left SRs withdrew from the
government. It is symptomatic that
in March-April 1918 there was
also a fight within the Bolshevik
Party over the use of tsarist officers
as military commanders, and over
workers’ control versus one-man
management. The Left Communist
faction, which also wanted no peace
at Brest-Litovsk, argued for workers’
control, while Lenin argued that ‘oneman management’ was essential for
productive efficiency.
In May 1918 the Brest-Litovsk
treaty triggered the rising of the
Czech Legion, which seized the
Trans-Siberian railway and a large
amount of territory around it. The
rising of the Czech Legion made a
serious Entente military intervention
much more feasible, which indeed
developed, with significant American
and Canadian forces operating from
around Vladivostok in the far east,
British and French forces in the
Black Sea area, and British forces in
Archangel and Murmansk.
The Left SRs turned to terrorism,
with the politically symbolic

assassination of the German
ambassador. It was politically
symbolic, as opposed to a serious
attempt to take power; but this led to
the sharp repression of the Left SRs,
and the Bolsheviks also halted soviet
elections. Other opposition parties
were also expelled from the Central
Executive Committee of the soviets,
while the Left SRs were removed from
the Congress of Soviets. In August
came the attempted assassination of
Lenin and the actual assassination
of Moisei Yuritsky, the Bolshevik
head of the Cheka security force accidentally uncovering a much more
serious coup plot orchestrated by
British intelligence.
My point here is that the
Bolsheviks did not ‘go authoritarian’
for arbitrary reasons or because they
wanted to resist workers’ control.
From the beginning the context was
civil war and imperialist intervention.
While anarchists and libertarians
characteristically say, ‘The civil war
didn’t begin until 1918’, that is false.
It began with the Kornilov putsch and
continued with Krasnov in October
1917, and so on. The Bolsheviks faced
a civil war from the very beginning,
and the enormous dislocation of the
economy, inherited from the failure of
tsarist war planning and production,
was exacerbated rather than aided by
peasant land seizures.
They were in an impossible
position. Refusing the Brest-Litovsk
treaty might have brought on the
German revolution more rapidly,
and thus saved them; but it would
have been an extreme gamble. The
major political retreat of March 1918
looked, to Lenin and his immediate
co-thinkers, like a better chance - and
the Austrian and German collapses
in November 1918 appeared to
vindicate that choice. But the cost of
minority rule, requiring a Red Terror
in autumn 1918, could be and was
used against western communists by
the pro-imperialist social democrats.

European civil war?

Russia was not the only place where
civil war was objectively posed.
The German Revolution began in
November 1918; the Majority Social
Democrats allied with the far-right
Freikorps to ‘re-establish order’
and Rosa Luxemburg and Karl
Liebknecht were murdered in the
process in January 1919. In March
1919 there was an attempted army
putsch, defeated by a general strike,
with fighting in Thuringia and Saxony
won by the army, and in the Ruhr by
the workers.
On March 20, Béla Kun became
prime minister of Hungary - a ‘soviet
republic’ created by the collapse of
the old parties, without a serious
Hungarian communist party. In April
Romania invaded Hungary. There
was also the short-lived Bavarian
Soviet Republic of April-May 1919,
and an attempted communist putsch
in Vienna, as well as a vast mass of
more or less acute struggles more
widely.
In other words, the situation
almost resembled a European civil
war, and it was in this context that
the Eighth Congress of the Russian
CP (March 18-23 1919) introduced
military-type centralism to the party
and abolished the right of local and
sectional organisations to publish.
Also part of the background to this
decision was the Tsaritsyn affair of
September-October 1918, where
Stalin relied on his political authority
and the support of the local Bolsheviks
to override the military commander of
Tsaritsyn (now Volgograd), which led
to Lenin recalling Stalin after protests
by Trotsky and others. Meanwhile,
the White Army was in quite a strong
position, with Anton Denikin’s forces
in June taking Tsaritsyn with British
tanks and threatening Moscow from
the south. In October the White
general, Nikolai Yudenich, attacked

Petrograd from the Baltic states. The
tide turned only after these offensives
had been defeated and when, in
November-December, the White
Army in Siberia was destroyed by a
Red Army offensive.
My point, therefore, is that the
banning of factions, the Red Terror,
and so on, should be seen in the
context of the situation in Europe, as
well as the civil war in Russia. There
was an urgent need for centralised
control of production and centralised
planning, so what happened in 192021 was hugely influenced by the civil
war context, with the Whites backed
by the Entente powers. Once the
Entente powers pulled out, the White
armies began to wither away.
Let’s consider a couple of
counter-factuals
or
alternative
histories. Imagine what would
have happened if the Germans had
made an acceptable peace with
the Bolsheviks in December 1917,
pulling all their troops out from the
east and transferring them all to the
western front, where they made
a breakthrough and were able to
force a negotiated settlement with
the Allies. The question of what the
Bolsheviks would have been able to
do - holding on to power, maintaining
majority support and not being forced
into a minority dictatorship over the
working class - would have been
posed in an utterly different way.
Or, alternatively, what if the
Bolsheviks had gambled on rejecting
Brest-Litovsk, and the German
eastern front army had been sucked
deeper and deeper into Russia in
spring 1918, with partisans springing
up in its rear, and less able to mount a
serious offensive in the west, leading
to the Hindenburg-Ludendorff regime
falling in July, rather than November?
But, of course, the question was
not posed in a different way, and here
we come to the core contradiction.
The rule of the capitalist class is a
class order, in just the same way
as ancient slavery and feudalism
were class orders: a regime where
some people hold other people in
subordination. The rule of capital was
also actually, from its beginnings, an
imperialist order. Imperialism is not
some sort of weird superstructure
which is superimposed on what would
otherwise be peaceful relationships
between
national
capitalists.
Imperialism begins with the Venetians
setting up slave sugar plantations on
late medieval Cyprus and Crete, and
similar operations by the Genoese in
alliance with the Portuguese in the
Atlantic. Imperialism was already
there in the global operations of the
Dutch Republic and of the early
British empire: it was not just the
bourgeoisie holding other classes in
subordination, but other peoples.
The Germans under the kaiserregime were attempting to break
out from subordination to the
United Kingdom. And that is more
transparent in the case of the Turks,
because the Turks were more
radically subordinated, subject to an
International Monetary Fund-style
debt management regime - imposed
by the creditors, Britain and France
- which took control of the whole
Turkish tax system, etc. It is possible
to escape from subordination: the
USA escaped from British indirect
control in 1861-65.
In his September 1917 ‘Tasks of
the revolution’, Lenin hoped that
a peaceful solution with Germany
would enable the Bolsheviks to
exercise control over the economy
after taking power. The argument
implicitly imagined a situation where
international relations are (as they are
ideologically represented as being)
the pursuit of the objective interests of
various states, and that would allow
the Bolsheviks to make peace and
thereby rebuild the Russian economy.
But in reality it was more important for
the German Junker class to solidarise

with the Russian aristocracy than to
win the war. And, as far as the British,
etc were concerned, there was never
any issue of peaceful coexistence that was not on the agenda. The United
States regarded itself as practically
at war with the Soviet regime from
1918 right until 1991, with a brief
interlude in 1941-46. Yes, there were
deals struck, and so on, but there were
continuous anti-Soviet operations,
continuous military pressure, etc.

Conclusion

So one side of the contradiction is
that it is delusive to imagine that the
working class can take power in a
single country without international
interference. Any attempt to escape
from capitalist subordination is
viewed as a threat to the whole system
and will be met with as much force
and terror as is necessary to ‘restore
order’.
The other side of the contradiction,
however, is this: the working class
needs political democracy. Even
though it was the case that opposition
to the Bolsheviks to a considerable
extent succumbed to the temptation
of obtaining support from Entente
intelligence services, using police
measures against working class
democracy undermines the ability
of the class to mobilise itself. The
building of socialism depends on
the creativity of the masses, which
is made possible by the right of local
organisations to publish, by the right
to form factions, by fluid, dynamic
discussions and so forth. The working
class needs these organisational forms
in order to mobilise itself as a class.
Everything we have seen since 191819 points to the destructive effects
of the militarisation of the party,
the abolition of the right of local
publication, the ban on factions, etc.
Such measures tend to undermine
the class nature of the party and to
demobilise the working class. In the
end, in the Soviet Union there was
nothing more than passive resistance
- ‘They pretend to pay us and we
pretend to work’ - and in 1989-91,
the total inability of the working class
even to form ideas about what might
be an alternative.
In capitalist countries too, the
more we get of this nonsense in the
workers’ movement, the more we
get demoralisation and potential
collapse. Working class power and
the suppression of democracy are in
contradiction with one another. On
the other hand, it is illusory to suppose
that capitalism can be overthrown
without civil war and without the
levels of destruction which that
involves. The capitalist regime is no
more peaceful than the slaveholder or
feudal regimes.
But the solution to capitalist
suppression cannot be that we ban
factions, etc, because the evidence
of not just the Soviet Union, but also
of the mass socialist and communist
parties, is that this is a demobilising
policy which leads naturally towards
the likely regaining of control by the
capitalist class.
My conclusion then is that 1921
was not the turning point: it was one
of the steps - beginning with BrestLitovsk and continuing through to
1928-29 and Stalin’s bringing the
police into the party. We can probably
even include the terror of 1934-37,
when there were still dreams among
old communists of re-establishing
opposition and restoring workers’
power.
Kronstadt and the banning of
factions were not the turning point,
but are symbolic of the problem. They
were part of a process which arises
because the regime of the capitalist
class is an international, coercive
one, while conversely the workers’
movement needs political democracy
in order to organise itself as a class l
mike.macnair@weeklyworker.co.uk
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The afterlife of Bobby Sands

Glowing leftwing tributes to the hunger-striker contrast markedly to the prevailing attitude 40 years ago.
Paul Demarty looks at the modern-day paradoxes

L

ast
week,
a
significant
anniversary for British and
Irish politics was marked - on
March 1 1981, Bobby Sands1, the
most celebrated and reviled of the
Provisional IRA hunger-strikers,
began to refuse food, in protest at
their treatment as common criminals.
The memorial machines are
grinding into gear for this two-month
period, which - however much they
may have missed Sands and the 10
others who died in the strike - overall
proved a spectacular success for
the Provisionals. Sands’ election to
Westminster, and the funeral parade
that drew crowds of 100,000 people,
proved beyond all doubt that, in the
oppressed Catholic communities of
Belfast, Derry and everywhere else,
the movement had mass support, and
was not, as the relevant governments
liked to pretend, an isolated cadre
of terrorists, whom most ordinary
nationalists wished would go away.
Sands’ early life was spent in the
suburbs of Belfast; his family was
part of a large Catholic minority
in the Rathcoole housing estate.
As the grip of the Ulster Unionist
regime in the Six Counties began to
loosen under the pressure of the civil
rights movement, Loyalist sectarian
violence erupted and many Catholics
were forced out of their homes.
This experience, and subsequent
brushes with unionist thuggery,
politicised the young man in the
early 1970s, just as the Provisionals
split from the Official IRA. The
official republican movement had
come under the influence of ‘official
communism’ and increasingly looked
to overcoming sectarian divisions
in the working class by prioritising
economic demands and playing down
the national question. Over time it
became more and more hostile to the
struggle for reunification. The Provos
were denounced as green fascists. In
1974 the Official IRA announced a
ceasefire.
Sands, instead, preferred the
Provos and became an active fighter
for them. It was his participation in
the bombing of a furniture showroom
that led to him being imprisoned for
the final time. When the IRA men
in Long Kesh were stripped of their
political status - meaning even more
degrading treatment by the screws the struggle began that would lead to
his death on May 5 1981.
The publicity around the
hunger-strikers led to a new wave
of recruitment to the republican
movement and revitalised the IRA’s
armed campaign. Bobby died less
than four weeks later. His victory
in the Fermanagh-South Tyrone
Westminster by-election pointed to a
new electoral stream for the political
wing, Sinn Féin, resulting in its
so-called ‘armalite and ballot box’
strategy. However much Margaret
Thatcher huffed and puffed about
talking with ‘terrorists’, the fact of
the matter is that what we now call
a ‘forever war’ had pitted the British
army against a large minority of the
Northern Ireland population and won
the sympathy and often active support
of people south of the border and
across the wider Irish diaspora.
But the republicans could not
wish away the British-Irish Protestant
population. So long as the republicans
remained a merely nationalist
movement, they were never likely
to win - not even if (as may have
now happened) those famously high
Irish Catholic birth rates gave them
the demographic advantage. Some
combination of these factors led to

make that fear a reality. Its failure
led to the very opposite result, with
the military tactics of the British in
Belfast and Derry being later used
on the miners’ pickets in the 198485 Great Strike.

Irony

Bobby Sands - elected from prison
the ceasefire, the decommissioning
of the Provisionals’ arsenals, and the
Good Friday agreement that officially
brought ‘the Troubles’ to an end.

Left attitude

Anniversaries of this kind have
the effect of collapsing distance in
time. The commemorated date is
highly visible, in sharp contrast to
40 years ago. Here it is worthwhile
addressing the attitude taken by the
British left to the Provisionals, and
how it has changed.
Enter Steve Sweeney, a regular
writer for the Morning Star. Offering
us a glowing portrait of Sands for
the big day, quoting extensively
from his diaries and emphasising the
radicalism he embraced in prison, he
rightly condemns the Labour Party
for its refusal to support the strikers’
demands for better treatment and
political status.2
Of course, one other organisation
comrade Sweeney might have
condemned for the same reason is …
the Morning Star, which was then
published by the Communist Party
of Great Britain, as it started its final
slide towards liquidation. The 1968
edition of the CPGB’s programme,
the British road to socialism,
declared: “The enforced partition of
Ireland should be ended and British
troops withdrawn from Northern
Ireland, leaving the Irish people free
to realise their united republic.” As
the situation deteriorated, however,
the CPGB got cold feet, if indeed it
ever really had any enthusiasm for
the Irish question. Woefully timid
demands held the day, asking the
then Labour government to solve the
problem ‘peacefully’. Through the
1970s, the party progressively fell
into the grip of a rightwing faction
of the old bureaucracy and the even
more rightwing Eurocommunists,
whose inveterate legalism led to
barely concealed hatred for those
republicans who pursued the armed
struggle.
It was not only the British
government which promoted the
illusion that the Provisionals lacked
mass support, but ... the CPGB too.
A party pamphlet put out in 1975,

Northern Ireland: a programme
for action, chided the republican
movement for
provid[ing]
the
British
government with an excuse
for even more brutal measures
of repression … it has made
political activity around vital
demands for democratic reforms
much more difficult and hindered
the development of a broad
united front against unionism …
Progressive opinion in Britain
was alienated.”3
So, therefore, it was imperative
for the self-styled vanguard of
“progressive opinion in Britain”,
the ‘official communists’, to stand
aside from the struggle, until the
Irish had the good sense to meet
our requirements for decorum and
good order. Though this pamphlet
predated the hunger strike, the
political cowardice of the CPGB’s
leading factions only worsened in
the intervening years.
In one respect, this chilly reception
is remarkable, in that it was hardly
shared elsewhere. The Portuguese
Socialist Party stood in salute to
Sands after his death; the left in many
countries, from Norway to India,
likewise offered support; Palestinian
prisoners, suffering similar outrages,
wrote letters of condolence and
comradeship to the dead Irishmen’s
families. And, of course, sentimental
nationalism among Irish Americans
- barely leftwing at all - kicked
into overdrive, and the Irish bars
of New York closed for two hours
in mourning. Further still to the
right, the infant Islamic Republic of
Iran too found time for a respectful
comment on Sands.
It is not that much of a surprise
in reality. The difference between
all these countries and Britain
was merely that only Britain was
occupying the Six Counties and
fighting a war against the IRA
and other republican militias; only
Britain had subjected the Irish to
centuries of monstrous oppression
and exploitation; and, therefore, only
Britain was the target of the IRA’s

armed struggle. The ‘official’ CPGB
was able to play an imperfect, but
largely commendable, role in the
struggle against apartheid, but was
never able to give a decent account
of why the struggle against unionist
sectarianism and British occupation
was so very different.
It was not so much a question
of not having an answer, but of
knowing that the answer was a
bad one. South Africa was very far
away - unlike the armed republicans,
uMkhonto we Sizwe was not
conducting violent struggle directly
against Britain. If you were trying
to get an anti-apartheid motion
through a trade union branch, then
the reluctance of some bigoted
individual could, if all else failed, be
challenged simply with ‘What’s it
to you?’ To back the Irish struggle,
on the other hand, meant explaining
to people that buildings they used
might get bombed on account of
their country’s malfeasance. That
is a rather harder sell. So it was too
among backward workers - all the
more so among the bourgeois media,
on whom the Eurocommunists in
particular were most keen to impress
their ‘respectability’. Lest we pick
on the CPGB too obsessively, it
should be noted that many other left
tendencies - notably the Militant
Tendency - made grave political
errors on this point.
The very factor which made
anti-apartheid work ‘respectable’
and Irish anti-occupation work
embarrassing made the latter all
the more disastrous in its effects.
Marx famously said that a nation
which oppresses another can never
itself be free; the brutality of the
British response to the republican
insurrection in the Six Counties
reflected a pervasive fear of
‘enemies within’ on the part of the
state establishment. They worried
that the coincidence of mass labour
struggles throughout Great Britain
and a war of national liberation in
Northern Ireland might overwhelm
their strength. It was up to the left in
Britain - above all the Communist
Party, with its extensive power in
the wider labour movement - to

In the end, despite the prestige of the
hunger-strikers, the Provisionals were
brought to the negotiating table. The
Good Friday regime represented peace
purely in the sense of ‘absence of war’.
The sectarian divide was enshrined
in its constitutional arrangements.
Stormont politics, intended to be
a regime of the ‘moderate’ Ulster
unionists and (nationalist) Social
Democratic Labour Party, rapidly gave
way to a bizarre power-sharing deal
between the Democratic Unionists and
Sinn Féin, which collapsed and rebuilt
itself repeatedly over the subsequent
decades.
The irony of the present situation is
that a united Ireland is arguably closer
at hand than it has been for a long while,
though still a way off. The Good Friday
agreement provides, in principle, for a
plebiscite on reunification - a provision
that at the time looked like a sop for
Gerry Adams and Martin McGuinness
to take back to their comrades. But
two months ago, for the first time an
opinion poll found 51% in favour
of holding a border vote in the next
five years - though it also found that
a plurality of voters would favour
remaining in the UK for now.
This situation has been brought
about by almost everything except the
initiative of the republican movement.
The aforementioned demographic
changes played a role, of course, but
the main problem is Brexit. The Good
Friday regime depended on frictionless
trade with both the 26-county republic
and Great Britain. Brexit made that
flatly impossible - so long as the
Republic of Ireland does not follow the
UK through the exit door. The result
is both symbolically and materially
disastrous for the north. There is now
a customs barrier in the Irish Sea,
which is both a grave insult to unionist
pride and a cause of shortages in many
sectors of the economy.
Though Northern Irish voters
favoured remaining in the EU, the
Democratic Unionist Party did not.
With the ‘Shinners’ on the ‘remain’
side as well, we have the peculiar
sight of the republican goal of a united
Ireland coming closer at hand through
a policy opposed by the heirs of Bobby
Sands and supported by those of Dr
Ian Paisley, in an extraordinary act of
counterrevolutionary suicide.
The status of the Six Counties
forms part of a multidimensional
constitutional crisis throughout the
UK, with Brexit as the true-blue
touchpaper, and the anti-democratic
deformities of the British constitutional
regime and the class rule it represents as
the kindling. (This is to say nothing, of
course, of the convulsions in southern
Irish politics over recent decades,
which are hardly irrelevant either.)
A proper resolution demands great
sensitivity from the left to the subtleties
of the national question. Neither the
anti-Provo cowardice of the 1970s and
80s nor the saccharine memorialism of
the present will do l
paul.demarty@weeklyworker.co.uk

Notes
1. Bobby Sands: 09.03.1954-05.05.1981.

2. morningstaronline.co.uk/article/f/the-legacy-ofthe-ultimate-sacrifice.
3. Quoted in J Marshall, ‘Ireland and the
opportunists’ The Leninist No1 (archive.cpgb.org.
uk/pages/leninist).
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In thunder and lightning
Not that she rated the law of the tendency of the rate of profit to fall

Michael Roberts celebrates Rosa Luxemburg’s outstanding contribution to Marxist political economy

M

arch 5 2021 was the 150th
anniversary of the birth
of Rosa Luxemburg - the
great revolutionary socialist of the
Polish-German labour movement.
Luxemburg’s
contribution
to
socialist ideas and to the struggle to
replace capitalism is too manifold
for a short article to do her justice,
so I will not attempt to do a proper
job here. Instead, I shall offer a few
comments on her contribution to
Marxist political economy, along
with some suggestions for some
very useful critiques of her work.
Since the 1970s there has been
a Luxemburg Collected works in
German. But recently The complete
works of Rosa Luxemburg has been
produced in English, edited by Peter
Hudis, in 14 volumes. As Hudis
explained in an article in Solidarity
(March 10 2015), “... given the
amount of time, care and attention
that she gave to developing her
major economic works, it makes
sense to begin the Complete works
with her contributions to the field
of Marxian economics, and those
fill the 1,200 or so pages of the first
two volumes.”
Luxemburg’s
four
actual
books (three published and a
larger one never completed) were
all about economic theory: The
industrial development of Poland,
The accumulation of capital,
Anti-critique and Introduction
to political economy. She was
a formidable economist by all
standards, and one who reckoned
that economics was “her field”.
Her most famous work was The
accumulation of capital, in which
she set out to refute the reformist
views of Eduard Bernstein and
Karl Kautsky, the German Social
Democrat leaders, that capitalism
would not ‘collapse’; together with
the theory of Rudolf Hilferding, the
Austrian Marxist, that monopoly
and finance capitalism would

provide a degree of stability for
capitalist accumulation.
As is well known among
Marxist
circles,
Luxemburg
attempted to refute these views in
her book by arguing that there was
an inherent tendency for capitalist
accumulation to overreach the
market for buying the goods and
services being produced. In her
view, that showed that capitalism
could and would develop crises;
and, moreover, it also explained
imperialist expansion. To avoid
crises of overproduction at home,
capitalism was forced to search
for new markets overseas and find
buyers for its goods in the noncapitalist sectors of the world.
She argued that Marx’s analysis
of crises fell short here. Marx had
failed to see in his reproduction
schemas in volume 2 of Capital
that this was the ultimate cause of
crises: namely the overproduction
of capital goods relative to demand
(both from capitalists and workers
in the imperialist countries),
forcing capitalism to find that
demand from the colonial, noncapitalist peasants.
She was not afraid to take on
Marx as well as other leading
theorists. As she concluded in her
Anti-critique,
Marxism does not consist of a
dozen persons who have granted
each other the right to be the
‘experts’, before whom the
masses are supposed to prostrate
themselves in blind obedience,
like loyal followers of the true
faith of Islam. Marxism is a
revolutionary outlook on the
world that must always strive
toward new knowledge and new
discoveries … Its living force is
best preserved in the intellectual
clash of self-criticism and in the
midst of history’s thunder and
lightning.

There are many effective critiques
of Luxemburg’s thesis. I can list a
few papers here that go into those
critiques in much more detail than
this short piece.1
I think the most effective critique
of Luxemburg’s crisis theory came
from Henryk Grossman. Grossman
acknowledged
Luxemburg’s
work and agreed with her that the
expansion of imperialism was due
to the capitalist system’s proneness
to economic crises. But he differed
from Luxemburg in that he regarded
imperialism as a factor which offset
the tendency for the rate of profit to
fall, not as the need for capitalism
to find markets for overproduction.
Imperialism was a counteracting
factor to the key, underlying cause
of crises and ‘breakdown’ in
capitalist production: namely the
tendency for the rate of profit on
capital to fall over time.
Lenin was also critical of
Luxemburg’s
explanation
of
imperialism. In his famous book,
Imperialism, the highest stage
of capitalism, he argues that it is
the result of capitalism’s need to
export capital, which arises “from
the fact that in a few countries
capitalism has become ‘overripe’
and (owing to the backward state
of agriculture and the poverty of
the masses) capital cannot find a
field for ‘profitable’ investment.”
Grossman went further than Lenin:
why then, he asked,
are profitable investments not to
be found at home? ... The fact of
capital export is as old as modern
capitalism itself. The scientific
task consists in explaining this
fact, hence in demonstrating the
role it plays in the mechanism of
capitalist production.
Luxemburg knew about the law of
profitability from reading Marx’s

Capital, although Grundrisse,
his notes on Capital, were not
available to her. But she dismissed
the law as irrelevant to capitalist
crises. For her, the law was a
long-term thing. Indeed, it was
so long-term, as she famously put
in Anti-critique, when answering
criticisms of her Accumulation
book, that “There is still some
time to pass before capitalism
collapses because of the falling
rate of profit - roughly until the
sun burns out.”
But Marx did not see the law
of profitability as something in
geological time, but very relevant
to human time:
When Adam Smith explains
the fall in the rate of profit
from an over-abundance of
capital, an accumulation of
capital, he is speaking of a
permanent effect and this is
wrong. As against this, the
transitory over-abundance of
capital, over-production and
crises are something different.
Permanent crises do not exist.
(Theories of surplus value).
Peter Hudis has added an
interesting
anecdote
to
Luxemburg’s rejection of Marx’s
“most important law in political
economy”. He wrote to me in an
email: “... what is less well known
is the person she is responding
to” in dismissing the relevance of
the law of profitability in crises:
He was an anonymous reviewer
of The accumulation of capital
in Dresdener Volkszeitung of
January 1913. Several years
ago, when I was editing The
letters of Rosa Luxemburg, I
managed to track down that the
author was Miran Isaakovich
Nakhimson. Born in 1880, he
joined the Bundists in 1898

and became known as one of
its most prominent political
economists. Although virtually
forgotten today, he was a
considerable presence at the
time.
Hudis goes on:
It’s
fairly
clear
from
Luxemburg’s correspondence
that she was particularly
irritated
by
Nakhimson’s
critique - which is interesting,
since he was virtually alone
among her critics in going after
her for neglecting Marx’s law
of the rate of profit. In a letter
to Franz Mehring in February
1913, she writes, “Too bad
that Nackhimson has a slap
in the face coming to him, but
perhaps in the end this would
be too great an honour to give
this scoundrel and expert at
confusion.”
A little harsh, it seems, on the
Bundist economist.
Rosa Luxemburg was murdered
by the Freikorps troops under the
control of the social democratic
government during the 1919
uprising,
while
Nakhimson
himself was murdered by Stalin’s
NKVD in 1938. Both economists
were revolutionary fighters for
socialism and suffered a similar
fate, if by different hands l
Michael Roberts blogs at
thenextrecession.wordpress.com

Notes
1. For more details see (1) imhojournal.org/

articles/henryk-grossmann-vs-rosa-luxemburgcauses-meaning-economic-crises-not-justhistory-karel-ludenhoff; (2) thenextrecession.
files.wordpress.com/2017/07/henryk_grossman_
on_imperialism.pdf; (3) workersliberty.org/
story/2019-01-16/luxemburg-economics-crisesand-national-question; and (4) thenextrecession.
wordpress.com/2016/06/29/modern-imperialismand-the-working-class.
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Racism and The Firm

Arguably the royal family is facing the most serious crisis since the death of Diana Spencer, writes Eddie Ford

W

ithout doubt, the Harry and
Meghan interview with
Oprah Winfrey far exceeded
expectations - it had a devastating
effect.
The reaction of the newspapers says
it all. Some have the same headline,
“Palace in crisis”, while others talk
about the “palace in turmoil”, “palace
left reeling”, “palace in crisis talks”,
“royal rift”, “incendiary claims” even the “worst royal crisis in 85
years”. As an ardent defender of the
monarchy and everything it stands
for, the Daily Mail wailed: “What
have they done?” - referring to the
Sussexes, not the Windsors (or The
Firm).
Of course, the uproar came from
Meghan Markle’s comment that, while
she was pregnant with her son, Archie
Mountbatten, an unnamed member
of the royal household raised with
Harry “concerns and conversations
about how dark his skin might be
when born” - leaving Winfrey visibly

shocked, along with very many of
those watching the show. We are
obviously talking about a senior royal
here, as the billionaire chat show host
quickly issued a clarification after the
interview - Meghan was talking not
about Elizabeth or Philip Windsor.
Phew, thank heavens for that.
Therefore, it is only reasonable to
deduce that we must be talking about
someone with the status of Charles,
William, Edward, maybe Camilla
- the very top of The Firm, not a
minor royal or faceless functionary.
Meghan’s
revelation
generated
an endless online deluge of jokes,
memes, cartoons and videos about
‘who is the mystery royal racist?’
- the hunt is on, place your bets.1 As
Meghan is due to have a baby girl in
the summer, our mystery royal racist
(if that is what the comment implied)
must be worrying already about yet
another Sussex with ‘too brown’ a
skin colour. Thank god they are way
over there in America.

Monarchy in Britain relies
on the press - but it is a
two‑way pact with the devil

More seriously still, there are
concerns within the cabinet about
how this story might play out - which
has plenty of legs. The influential
online political magazine, London
Playbook - which is extremely well
connected - spoke to two senior
ministers who both expressed fears
that the racism accusations would
ultimately be levelled at one of those
in the front line of succession to the
throne, causing untold damage to the
institution of monarchy for a long
time to come.

Hand grenade

They are right to be worried, as, in
the words of royal biographer Penny
Junor, the couple had “lobbed a hand
grenade into the family” and there
could be “no coming back” unless the
allegations of racism are confronted
honestly and also with sensitivity - not
exactly something that The Firm has a
great track record in. So far, the only
response from the palace has been a

short statement saying they are taking
the claims made in the interview
“very seriously” and were “saddened”
to learn how “challenging” the
recent years have been for the
couple. But, the statement continues,
“recollections may vary” and the
issues raised will be “addressed by the
family privately”.
Perhaps Meghan got it wrong or
Harry misheard what was said to him
by the concerned family member.
This sounds like a form of denial
to me and is obviously inadequate.
Something more will need to be said,
otherwise it could blow up in their
faces. Not that we republicans would
be saddened by such a turn of events.
Quite the reverse, actually!
In fact, incredibly inadvisably, the
royals started a briefing war just days
before the interview - saying they were
investigating bullying allegations
made against Meghan. The timing
of this ‘investigation’ immediately
raises suspicions, reminiscent in
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What we
fight for

perverse relationship, which amounts
to an acknowledgement by the
monarchy of how fragile it really is
and how utterly reliant on the tabloid
press’s control of public perceptions
of the institution. This is clearly an
extremely unenviable position to find
yourself in and also unviable in the
long term, at least in its present form
- leaving you constantly vulnerable.
In an interesting development
regarding the press, an internal civil
war has broken out within the Society
of Editors. Its executive director,
Ian Murray, issued a statement on
March 9 saying that the couple’s
claims that parts of the media were
racist was “not acceptable” and
made without “supporting evidence”
- he insisted that the UK media
“has a proud record of calling out
racism”.3 Please step forward the
Daily Mail, Sun, Express, etc. The
SoE is a media industry body that
recruits its members from nearly 400
national and regional outlets. But 168
journalists and editors, drawn heavily
from The Guardian, Financial Times
and HuffPost, angrily described
Murray’s statement as “laughable”
proof of “an institution and an
industry in denial”.
There are now discussions
underway over the publication of a
new statement intended to address
these concerns, but it seems the SoE’s
board is split over the wording of that
statement, with a dispute over the
phrasing of a possible apology and
some urgently demanding a “clear
change in tone”.

n Without organisation the
working class is nothing; with
the highest form of organisation
it is everything.
n There exists no real Communist
Party today. There are many
so-called ‘parties’ on the left. In
reality they are confessional sects.
Members who disagree with the
prescribed ‘line’ are expected to
gag themselves in public. Either
that or face expulsion.
n Communists operate according
to the principles of democratic
centralism. Through ongoing debate
we seek to achieve unity in action
and a common world outlook. As
long as they support agreed actions,
members should have the right to
speak openly and form temporary
or permanent factions.
n Communists oppose all imperialist wars and occupations but
constantly strive to bring to the fore
the fundamental question–ending war
is bound up with ending capitalism.
n Communists are internationalists.
Everywhere we strive for the closest
unity and agreement of working class
and progressive parties of all countries.
We oppose every manifestation
of national sectionalism. It is an
internationalist duty to uphold the
principle, ‘One state, one party’.
n The working class must be
organised globally. Without a global
Communist Party, a Communist
International, the struggle against
capital is weakened and lacks
coordination.
n Communists have no interest
apart from the working class
as a whole. They differ only in
recognising the importance of
Marxism as a guide to practice.
That theory is no dogma, but
must be constantly added to and
enriched.
n Capitalism in its ceaseless
search for profit puts the future
of humanity at risk. Capitalism is
synonymous with war, pollution,
exploitation and crisis. As a global
system capitalism can only be
superseded globally.
n The capitalist class will never
willingly allow their wealth and
power to be taken away by a
parliamentary vote.
n We will use the most militant
methods objective circumstances
allow to achieve a federal republic
of England, Scotland and Wales,
a united, federal Ireland and a
United States of Europe.
n Communists favour industrial
unions. Bureaucracy and class
compromise must be fought and
the trade unions transformed into
schools for communism.
n Communists are champions of
the oppressed. Women’s oppression,
combating racism and chauvinism,
and the struggle for peace and
ecological sustainability are just
as much working class questions
as pay, trade union rights and
demands for high-quality health,
housing and education.
n Socialism represents victory
in the battle for democracy. It is
the rule of the working class.
Socialism is either democratic or,
as with Stalin’s Soviet Union, it
turns into its opposite.
n Socialism is the first stage
of the worldwide transition to
communism - a system which
knows neither wars, exploitation,
money, classes, states nor nations.
Communism is general freedom
and the real beginning of human
history.
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some ways of the Scottish National
Party searching around for witnesses
against Alex Salmond - any
accusation will do. Unsurprisingly,
lawyers for the Sussexes told the
newspapers that the Palace was
orchestrating a “calculated smear
campaign” against the couple - trying
to “peddle a wholly false narrative”. I
know who I believe.
Making the whole matter so toxic
for the establishment, the issue of race
suffused the entire two-hour Winfrey
interview - with Meghan concluding:
“I realised it was all happening just
because I was breathing” - her skin
pigmentation and heritage were
against her. She and her children
would never be fully accepted by The
Firm - they just do not look the part.
In this context, Meghan suggested
that, because Archie was mixed-race,
that meant he was being denied the
title of prince - maybe only white
people qualify for such a role.
Now, the protocols surrounding
this question are quite arcane, and
do change over time - they are not
fixed forever. By normal convention,
as the grandchild of a sovereign,
Archie would automatically become
a prince when his grandfather,
Charles, acceded to the throne. But
the Sussexes indicated they had been
told those rules would be changed
in line with Charles’s plan for a
‘slimmed-down’ monarchy, leaving
Archie without his birthright title
or - perhaps more importantly - the
security protection that goes with it.
Yet, when it came to the children
of William, Duke of Cambridge, the
titles of ‘princess’ and ‘prince’ were
bestowed on Charlotte and Louis of
Cambridge at birth. “It’s not their right
to take it away” from Archie, claimed
Meghan. Strangely enough, prince
Andrew still retains all his titles,
including the military ones - despite
his close friendship association with
the convicted sex offender, Jeffrey
Epstein, and his refusal to cooperate
with the FBI investigation into
Epstein. Harry, of course, has been
stripped of all his military titles.
Indeed, Harry said in the interview
that racism was “a large part” of why
the couple left Britain. He argued
that, though the UK as a whole was
not racist, the UK press - specifically
the tabloids - certainly was. It is near
impossible to deny that the British
press has treated Meghan in a hostile
manner in all sorts of ways, whether
it is the Daily Mail devoting an entire
article to how Harry’s “new girl”
comes from the “gang-scarred” area
of LA - detailing at inordinate length
all the various feuding gangs in her
area.2 Or Rachel Johnson, sister of
Boris, wittering on idiotically in the
same publication about Meghan
Markle’s “rich and exotic DNA” and
how her mother is a “dreadlocked
African-American lady from the
wrong side of the tracks”. Not
forgetting the widely reported story
that Meghan reduced Kate Middleton
to tears in
a pre-wedding
spat over
the
flower
girls’
dresses,
when she
claims it

was the other way round.
Meghan managed to joke about
the press in the interview - when
the saintly Kate eats an avocado, it
is a “morning sickness cure”; but,
when Meghan does the same, it is
“linked to human rights abuse and
drought, millennial shame” - the
act of a humourless, woke princess.
Then there are the persistent stories,
with a distinct whiff of misogyny,
that Harry is a helpless captive in the
relationship - we are led to believe
that “what Meghan wants, Meghan
gets”. It did not seem like that from
watching the Winfrey interview.

Irony

The great irony, as noted before in
this publication, was that Harry and
Meghan’s wedding was a great PR
triumph for The Firm - it enabled
the monarchy, and the nation as
a whole, to look liberal, modern,
progressive and, of course, antiracist. It was similar, in that way, to
the opening ceremony of the London
Olympics in 2012, where Britain
very successfully projected to the
world an image of itself as relaxed,
confident and supremely at ease
with multiculturalism - its ancient
institutions adapting to changing
times.
But it has all gone disastrously for
the Firm, which now appears unable
to live up to that image. Instead, it has
defaulted to type - narrow, insular,
bigoted, willing to sacrifice anybody
and anything if they think it will
preserve the monarchy. In reality,
their foolish war against the Sussexes
is only acting to discredit them.
Maybe it is an exaggeration to say,
like the Mirror, that the monarchy
is facing “the worst royal crisis in
85 years” - obviously a reference to
the Wallis Simpson affair, when the
would-be Nazi king, Edward VIII,
gave up the throne in 1936 to marry
the twice-divorced American. But it is
definitely the most serious crisis since
Diana Spencer’s 1995 Panorama
interview, where she famously talked
about there being “three of us in this
marriage” - and then her untimely
death two years later in a Paris tunnel.
Undeniably, the ghost of Diana
hangs over Meghan Markle - another
woman pushed out into the cold
by The Firm. Another woman who
actively contemplated suicide, as we
later found out about Diana. “I just
didn’t want to be alive any more”,
Meghan reported, and that was a “real
and frightening, constant thought”,
but when she asked the palace for
help, we were told, she was denied
it. There was nothing they could do
to protect her because she was not
a paid employee of The Firm. They
also discouraged her from leaving the
house for months on end: a form of
lockdown - or torture - which must
have done her mental health a lot of
good.
As it happens, this brings up the
subject of that professional Meghanhater, the obnoxious, Trump-loving
Piers Morgan. He agreed to resign
as co-host of ITV’s

breakfast show, Good morning
Britain, after blurting out that that he
did not “believe a word” Meghan said
about feeling suicidal - “I wouldn’t
believe it if she read me a weather
report”. By the same evening, Ofcom
had received more than 41,000
complaints about Morgan, sealing his
fate. Good riddance to bad rubbish,
but this gives you just a little taste
of what Meghan Markle has had to
endure at the hands of some sections
of the media - especially when
you recall that six months after the
wedding Morgan wrote in the Daily
Mail that Meghan is “a ruthless, social
climbing actress, who has landed the
role of her life and is determined to
milk it for all she can”. A sentiment
not uncommon in the British press.
Other revelations from the
Winfrey interview include the fact
that Meghan had been “silenced”
- rather than simply “silent” - from
the moment she started dating Harry
Windsor, and that Prince Charles
had stopped taking phone calls from
his son after the couple announced
their plan to step aside from royal
duties. This left Harry feeling “a lot
of hurt” and “really let down”, given
that Charles “knows what pain feels
like”. This only provides yet more
evidence that we are dealing with a
highly dysfunctional family - hardly
a ‘role model for the nation’. We also
discovered that Harry had been “cut
off financially” from the first quarter
of 2020 - he claimed that the need to
pay for his own security costs was part
of the motivation behind the couple’s
deals with companies like Netflix
and Spotify. The only other money
left, according to Harry, is what was
left to him by his mother. It is worth
mentioning that the couple did not
get paid for the Winfrey interview,
contrary to what I suggested in a
previous article.
This makes you wonder how
they are going to prevent their
income stream from drying up - the
Hollywood lifestyle does not come
cheap. Harry also said, which is
surely true, that his father and brother
(presumably meaning William)
are “trapped within the system” they “don’t get to leave” or check
out. As this publication has argued
many times, the introduction of a
democratic republic would actually
be good for members of the royal
household, freeing them from the
alienating trappings of The Firm, and
allowing them to become normal,
fully-rounded, human beings.
One other aspect quickly worth
mentioning is Harry’s comment
about “how scared” his family is
“of the tabloids turning on them”.
This is undoubtedly a legitimate fear,
especially given how the royals are
behaving at the moment, but it serves
to highlight the “invisible contract”
- as some apparently call it within
The Firm - whereby the monarchy
depends upon the press for its
very
survival. This is a

Anti-democratic

Lord Zac Goldsmith, the slightly
mad minister of state for the Pacific
and the environment, accused Harry
Windsor/Sussex of “blowing up
his family” - to which communists
can only reply, ‘Keep up the good
work!’ If the Winfrey interview
helps to hasten the demise of the
monarchy, that could only be a good
thing - any help is appreciated. But
it is extraordinarily difficult to have
a serious conversation about the
monarchy, including its dynamics
and contradictions, in Britain.
Unfortunately, however, this
philistinism has infected most of the
left - which never wants to discuss
the issue except for the occasional
cheap slogan. I cannot recall Jeremy
Corbyn mentioning it once when he
was Labour Party leader, preferring
to stick to safe issues like the NHS,
austerity, low wages, and so on. At
the very best, his republicanism was
Platonic - never real. In fact, he was
never a real democrat, period l
eddie.ford@weeklyworker.co.uk

Notes
1. youtube.com/watch?v=OK0o7X0Hsuw.

2. dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3896180/PrinceHarry-s-girlfriend-actress-Meghan-Markles.html.
3. theguardian.com/media/2021/mar/09/
society-of-editors-claim-uk-media-not-racistlaughable.

Pomp and celebrity should not be allowed to hide the monarch’s constitutional role as an instrument for reaction and counterrevolution
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Time is running out
Yassamine Mather weighs up the state of play regarding attempts to revive the nuclear deal

A

s predicted, preparations for
negotiations that could lead
to a revival of the Iran nuclear
deal have been moving at a slow pace,
with both the Biden administration
and Iran’s Islamic Republic making
threats and accusations - all part of
the familiar pre-negotiation dance.
Having said that, however, in the
last week or so we have witnessed
new military threats against Iran
and this could herald one of two
alternatives: either the preparations
are reaching a crucial stage or the
new administration in Washington,
encouraged by both Riyadh and Tel
Aviv, is taking a more aggressive
stance against Iran.
First came the release of the state
department’s intelligence report on
the October 2018 assassination of
Jamal Khashoggi. It identified crown
prince Mohammed bin Salman of
Saudi Arabia as responsible for
approving the assassination of the
Washington Post journalist; the
team that carried out the killing
reported directly to him.1 Yet the
Biden administration took no action
against the crown prince or the Saudi
kingdom.
Of course, there is no doubt
that other countries in the region,
including Iran, have killed, tortured
and imprisoned journalists, writers,
columnists, but what makes this
particularly blatant is not just the
brutal manner of the killing and
dismemberment of Khashoggi,
but the fact that the very country
claiming to champion ‘human rights’
in the Middle East chooses to turn a
blind eye to the main culprit - and,
of course, its allies have followed
suit. All of this makes a mockery of
their claims to defend basic rights,
let alone democracy.
This was followed by the US
administration’s passive response
to direct threats made by the
Israeli defence minster, Binyamin
Gantz, against Iran. On March 4,
Gantz said: “Israel’s military is
updating its operational plans for a
potential future strike on the Islamic
Republic’s nuclear site.”2 Repeating
the threat in an interview with Fox
News, he was adamant: “If the world
stops them before, it’s very much
good. But if not, we must stand
independently and we must defend
ourselves by ourselves.”3 According
to Gantz, Israel has identified a
number of targets and is ready to
destroy them in order to prevent Iran
‘developing nuclear weapons’. Of
course, such an operation could not
be undertaken without the approval
of the United States and, even
under Trump, the US has shown
no appetite for backing what could
become an all-out war in the Middle
East.
The question is, why has Israel
so far stopped short of such an
attack? After all, it did bomb an
Iraqi nuclear reactor near Baghdad
in 1981. An undisclosed number
of F-15 and F-16 fighter bombers
managed to destroy the reactor
in what was dubbed Operation

First time around ... then Trump’s America pulled out
Opera (‘Osirak’). Since then Israeli
air power has been considerably
enhanced and there is no shortage of
intelligence information about Iran’s
nuclear facilities (although there
is no evidence that it is capable of
producing nuclear weaponry). What
has so far deterred the Israelis is fear
of retaliation by Iran’s allies in the
Lebanese Hezbollah and whatever is
left of its forces in Syria.
Contrary to what rightwing
Iranian opposition forces and the
‘left’ supporters of ‘regime change’
say, this has little to do with the
Islamic
Republic’s
religious
ambitions (spreading Shia Islam
in the region) and everything to do
with trying to take out insurance
against Israeli air raids. Just because
a state is reactionary, we should
not assume it is necessarily doing
more than trying to ensure its
survival. The Islamic Republic’s
relations with Shia political parties,
including Hezbollah, were initially
about spreading Shia Islam, but
nowadays there are more pragmatic
factors determining its foreign
policy. Otherwise how could we
explain Iran’s historic support for
Christian Armenia against Muslim
Azerbaijan?
There is also renewed tension
between Iran and Saudi Arabia
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around Yemen. Last weekend the
Saudi kingdom launched air raids
against Sana’a, the Yemeni capital,
while Houthi forces backed by Iran
are believed to be behind missile
and drone attacks on Saudi oil
installations.

Negotiations

All this does not mean that secret
negotiations between Iran and the
US are not going ahead. This week
the Irish foreign minister, Simon
Coveney, met Iran’s president,
Hassan Rouhani, in Tehran, in what
was assumed to be part of efforts
to revive the nuclear deal. French
president Emmanuel Macron has
also volunteered to act as a gobetween, although it is not clear that
he has played any role so far.
This has led to increased
lobbying in the US capital. On
March 8, the prominent Republican
senator, Bill Hagerty, who is on the
Senate foreign policy committee,
blamed Biden’s “lax policy towards
Tehran” for Houthi drone attacks on
Saudi oilfields. A day earlier he had
tweeted:
Yet another missile strike against
Saudi Arabia today, with all the
hallmarks of an Iranian-backed
attack. It seems @POTUS

Biden’s desire to give Tehran
sanctions relief is emboldening
the mullahs to escalate their
aggression against us and our
allies.4
On March 9 we had a letter signed by
70 Republican and 70 Democratic
House members, addressed to
secretary of state Antony Blinken.
This bipartisan initiative does call
for an agreement to reinstate limits
on Iran’s nuclear programme, but it
also adds new demands: Iran should
not only curtail its ballistic missile
programme, but also address its
“malign behaviour throughout the
Middle East”.
While I am certainly an opponent
of Iran’s nuclear and missile
programmes and its policies in the
Middle East, the ignorance (or sheer
hypocrisy) in the above statement
makes you wonder what the letter is
actually telling us about the foreign
policy of the world’s hegemon
power.
For all its reactionary measures,
including the severe repression of
the Iranian people and the continued
pursuance of neoliberal economic
policies, it was not Iran, but the US
administration, which unilaterally
walked out of the Iran nuclear deal
- not because it was a “bad deal”,

as Trump kept saying, but because
it was Barack Obama’s deal. Any
attempt at re-negotiation cannot
ignore this basic fact.
Iran’s
ballistic
missile
programme is deplorable, mainly
because a country that is facing a
severe economic crisis, worsened
by Covid-19 and US-imposed
sanctions, should not be taking
such a course. However, the missile
programme is a form of insurance.
When a regime is threatened with
attack, it will take measures which
will enable it to counter-attack.
Then we come to Iran’s regional
policies. Now let us be very clear
about who created a situation where
Iran became at least nominally
a powerful country in the Middle
East. It was the United States,
with its unfinished wars in Iraq
and Afghanistan. Iran gained
unprecedented advantage, as two of
its regional enemies - the Taliban in
Afghanistan and Saddam Hussein in
Iraq - were removed, thanks to US
military action. Inevitably this made
Iran comparatively more powerful in
the region - which raised alarm bells
in Riyadh and Tel Aviv and increased
Saudi and Israeli determination to
bring on conflict with Tehran. The
potential for war was exacerbated
by arms sales by the US, the UK and
their Nato allies. Did they expect the
Islamic Republic to do nothing?
In summary, additional demands
are unlikely to be acceptable to Iran
and anyone serious about reviving the
JCPOA - the Joint Comprehensive
Plan of Action agreement - knows
this. However, all this might be just
part of the bargaining before any
resumption of formal talks. But, as
I have said before, unless there is a
last-minute change of heart by the
supreme leader, Iran could see a
presidential election with a rightwing
military candidate supported by
the Revolutionary Guards standing
against a conservative cleric. The
Biden administration would find it
very difficult to bring the resulting
government to the negotiating table.
Time is running out l

Notes
1. nytimes.com/2021/02/26/us/politics/jamal-

khashoggi-killing-cia-report.html.
2. al-monitor.com/pulse/originals/2021/03/
israel-iran-nuclear-strike-biden-jcpoa.
html#ixzz6odEe6TcV.
3. foxnews.com/world/israel-strike-plan-iraniannuclear-sites-defense-minister-interview.
4. twitter.com/SenatorHagerty/
status/1368663969024667656.
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